EMORY REGIONAL TRANSIT

EMORY REGIONAL SHUTTLES

Emory University Atlanta Campus
Oxford College (7 days during academic year)

GWINNETT COUNTY TRANSIT SERVICE

GCT 102
GCT 110

EMORY SERVICE

MARTA RAIL LINES
Key Station Names
(all stations not shown)

MARTA BUS 816
MARTA BUS 6
MARTA BUS 36
MARTA BUS 19
MARTA BUS 6

HELPFUL RESOURCES

emory.transloc.com for real time shuttle information
transportation.emory.edu for more shuttle/parking information
its.marta.com for MARTA routes and schedules
gwinnettcounty.com for GCT routes and schedules

COMMUTER INCENTIVES

For employees that choose to take transit, rideshare, walk or bike to campus, Emory provides discounted parking, transit subsidies, and more! Save money while helping create a more sustainable campus.

TIP:

Get real time Emory shuttle information at emory.transloc.com or download the Transloc Rider app from your app store.

Contact us at commute@emory.edu for route planning & ridematching for all agencies.
Candler Lake

Candler Lake

EMORY CAMPUS
SHUTTLE MAP

1. No ID required to ride
2. Emory shuttles are free
3. Stops without additional marking

TIPS FOR RIDERS

1. No ID required to ride
2. Emory shuttles are free
3. Some stops off campus are MARTA bus stops without additional marking

HELPFUL RESOURCES

emory.transloc.com for real time shuttle information
transportation.emory.edu for more shuttle/parking information
SAFERIDE 9PM-5AM service (request service thru TransLoc Rider app)
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